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Abstract. Metal foams are very attractive materials for thermal and electronic packaging
applications due to their improved heat transfer capabilities. Their improved heat transfer
effective properties are due to the relatively large contact area they possess because of their
cell structure. This comes at the expense of the pressure drop. This work presents a
methodology based on μ-CT scan to develop a realistic metal foam 3D model. The model is
validated with experiments and used to study the behavior of the metal foam as a fin in
terms of the temperature variation within the fin as well as the effect of the airflow velocity
and fin orientation to the pressure drop. Results showed two major observations. First, this
methodology could be used to identify a velocity value at which the fin orientation becomes
obsolete and has no effect on the temperature variation. Second, the pressure drop alone
could not be used to assess the fin, but also the fin orientation has to be taken into account
to examine the total pressure drop.

1. Introduction
Open cell metal foams have been getting more attention recently in heat transfer and heat recovery
applications. Due to their geometrical nature, the open cells increase the surface area in contact with
any cooling fluid, leading to a more rapid temperature drop in any electrical or mechanical
component. Two major drawbacks used to hinder the use of metallic foams, their manufacturability,
and the pressure drop associate with their use. Recent advances in 3D printing, casting, and other
techniques have helped in overcoming any issues related to manufacturing the desired foam shape
for an application. The problem with the pressure drop cannot be avoided nor solved, but a more
detailed analysis and understanding is needed to identify if the amount of pressure drop is
considered relatively high or not.
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In addition to their large surface area, metal foams have higher effective heat transfer properties
because of the randomness in the cell structure. Therefore, it is sometimes difficult to identify a best
configuration for a metal foam in a thermal or electronic packaging application without testing the
model first. Experiments are useful but mostly for effective properties rather than a detailed
assessment of the metal foam component. Therefore, the use of computational means has been a lot
in the literature to assess the mechanical and thermal behavior of metallic metal foams [1-4].
A common approach in the literature is to model the metal foam using its effective properties
without the need to have the actual geometrical representation. This approach overcomes the issues
that comes with the difficulty in having a realistic 3D model but gives results in terms of the
effective performance instead of a detailed analysis. Odabaee and Hooman [5] studied the effect of
various parameters such as free stream velocity, metal foam thickness, metal foam porosity, etc. on
the heat and fluid flow in metal foam heat exchangers. The numerical model used in their work
modeled the metal foam as an isotropic homogenous porous media. Bayomy et al. [3, 6] used
effective metal foam properties to simulate the metal foam behavior and investigate the heat transfer
characteristics in a metal foam heat sink. The approach is useful to study the behavior of the metal
foam based heat sink design, but one has to pay attention to the calculation of the effective
properties, as the accuracy of the model will depend on it.
A more involved approach is to develop geometrical construction of the metal foam open cells.
This approach would allow a more detailed analysis of the fluid flow within the foam and would
give results that are more detailed. Kopanidis et al. [1] constructed a 3D geometrical model for few
metal foam open cells. The cells were used to generate a larger foam sample using symmetry.
Finally, a random part of the large foam sample was cut out to produce a more random metal foam
cell structure. The model was used to study the fluid flow characteristics of metal foams. A similar
approach was used by Peng et al. [7] by using a body centred structure to construct a single cell.
The unit cell model was used to compute the effective thermal conductivity and analyse the heat
transfer at the gas-solid interface. This approach of the 3D geometrical construction is based on the
Lord Kelvin’s model and is not practical for performance analysis of thermal applications.
The most appropriate approach for detailed analysis of metal foams and metal foam components
is the use of μ-CT scan to develop a realistic 3D representation. Della Torre et al. [8] used μ-CT
scan to study the micro-structure of the foam. Mathematical calculations based on the CT scan
model were compared with numerical computations of an ideal geometry. The models were used to
study the fluid flow and the pressure drop. Ranut et al. [2, 9] used μ-CT scan to develop a 3D metal
foam geometry that was used to study the flow and thermal behavior using CFD analysis at the pore
level. A detailed analysis on the effect of fluid flow Reynolds number on the heat transfer
coefficient was presented. The model was useful in providing detailed analysis of the metal foam
and its thermal behavior.
A similar μ-CT scan model was developed by Al-Athel et al. [4, 10] and used to study the
thermo-mechanical behavior of metal foam heat sinks. The model used was validated against
experiments and used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient under free and forced convection. It
is of importance to note that the foam geometry used was bigger than a unit cell, which is required
to capture the number of pores per inch (PPI). This has an advantage of being able to look at the cell
level to extract any needed data, in addition to studying the thermal behavior of the heat sink
component as a whole.
In this work, the metal foam model developed in [4, 10] is used to study the temperature
variations and pressure drop in metal foam fins using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis.
In the literature, there exists a lot of work on metal foams using CFD and most of it can be
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categorizedd into two types: Usin
ng an effecctive model but on a large
l
scale or using a μ-CT scann
model but on a unit ceell model. This
T work uttilized a heaat sink μ-CT
T scan modeel fin-size model
m
usingg
CFD analyysis.
2. Metal Foam μ-CT
T Scan Model
To developp a realisticc 3D metal foam moddel, μ-CT sccan is used on a metaal foam sam
mple of sizee
25x25x6.35 mm madee of 6101 alluminum allloy from Go
oodFellow [11]. The saample has pore
p
densityy
of 4PPC (ppores-per-ccentimetres, i.e. 10 PP
PI) and poro
osity of 93%
%. The plan
anar dimenssions of thee
sample (2.5x2.5 cm) cover the minimum
m
diimensions required
r
to capture thee foam poree density off
PPC. The m
metal foam
m model wass developedd through th
hree stages. First, Skysscan 1172 was
w used too
scan the m
model using an X-ray with
w electronn gun voltage of 40 kV
V and gun ccurrent of 250 μA. 5122
slice imagees were capptured using
g a rotationnal step sizee of 0.7o. The
T resultedd image pix
xel size wass
27.34 μm. The 3D moodel can then be importted into any
y CAD softw
ware to cleaan it and gen
nerate a 3D
D
surface moodel. This model
m
repreesents the ggeometry off the foam but
b is hollow
w from thee inside andd
can only hhave a surfaace mesh. In
n the final step, the 3D
D surface model
m
is im
mported into
o any FE orr
CFD softw
ware to geneerate the 3D
D solid modeel that can be
b used for any heat traansfer or CF
FD analysiss.
Figure 1 ssummarizess the steps for develooping the 3D
3 μ-CT sccan model.. More details on thee
scanning pparameters can
c be found
d in [10].

(b)) Final CT sscan model

(a) Metal
M
foam sample
s

(c) Cleaneed CAD surface model

(d) Final
F
3D voolume modeel
Figu
ure 1 Metal Foam 3D Modelling
M
Steps.
S
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3. Metal Foam CFD
D Model Va
alidation
Before thee use of thee model in the CFD aanalysis, thee 3D modeel developedd from the μ-CT scann
approach hhas to be validated. In
I this casse, an expeerimental seetup is useed and the results aree
compared with the coomputationaal values. Thhe metal fo
oam sample is attachedd to a heat source
s
withh
heat input of 5W. Thhe metal foam was he ated until the
t heat sou
urce and thhe bottom of
o the foam
m
o
reached 600 C, at whicch, a coolin
ng fan is turrned on witth air velociity of 3.6 m
m/s, while adapting
a
thee
heat sourcee to keep thhe temperatu
ure at 60oC.. The tempeeratures werre recorded until the fo
oam reachess
steady statte. The airrflow was perpendicul
p
lar to the metal
m
foam
m (90o) andd thermocouples weree
attached aat various locations to
o measure tthe temperaature chang
ge with tim
me. The dettails of thee
experimenttal setup aree shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Schematic
S
of
o Metal Fooam Forced Convection
n Experimenntal Setup.
For the CFD simullations, the metal foam
m was placed
d in a comp
putational doomain largee enough too
t travel thrrough and aaround the model
m
and reeach steadyy state. The metal foam
m
allow the aair streams to
o
o
fin was sett to be at rooom temperaature of 25 C. The botttom of the metal
m
foam
m was set to reach 60 C
in 15 min (experimennt took arou
und 15 minnutes for the base to reeach 60oC),, and then the air wass
given a velocity of 3.6 m/s. Becaause of the cooling fan
n, the air was given ann initial tem
mperature off
22oC as meeasured from
m experimeent. Figure 3 shows thee setup of the CFD simuulation.
The tem
mperature variation witth time from
m the experiment and the CFD ssimulation is
i shown inn
Figure 4. A
As can be seen
s
in the figure, the 3D CFD model
m
prediccts the tempperature varriation veryy
closely to the experim
mental resu
ults. It is im
mportant to
o note that the exact matching in
i the basee
temperaturre between the two cu
urves is duue to the faact that the 60oC was enforced in
i both thee
experimentt as well as the simulattion. At thiss point, the CFD 3D μ-CT scan moodel of the metal foam
m
fin can be uused with confidence
c
to
t perform tthe desired parametric
p
study.
s
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Figuree 3 CFD Booundary and
d initial cond
ditions.

Figuree 4 Temperaature variatiion at the baase and top of the metaal foam.
4. Metal Foam CFD
D Analysis
This studyy focuses on
o the effeect of two parameterss on the metal
m
foam fin perform
mance, thee
orientationn and the forrced convecction air vellocity. The set of operaating condittions is the same as thee
conditions used for the
t validatio
on. The sett of simulaations is listed in Tablle 1, and th
he materiall
properties for 6101 aluuminum alloy are listedd in Table 2.
2
For eachh CFD anallysis, the temperature ddistribution
n is captured
d at steady sstate in add
dition to thee
air velocityy streamlines for analy
ysis of the flow behav
vior. Figure 5Figure 7 show the temperature
t
e
distributionn and the aiirflow stream
mlines for th
the nine cases.
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Table 1 Metal foam fin CFD set of simulations.
Case Orientation Air Velocity
1
90o
2
45o
1 m/s
3
0o
4
90o
5
45o
5 m/s
o
6
0
7
90o
8
45o
10 m/s
o
9
0
Table 2 Material properties of 6101 aluminum alloy.
Property
Value
3
Density (Kg/m )
2700
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)
218
Coefficient of thermal Expansion (1/oC) 23.58 x10-6
Specific heat (J/Kg.K)
895
A major advantage of temperature distribution results in Figure 5Figure 7 is that the CT scan
model is detailed and can be used to extract the special temperature distribution at any point instead
of having average values in effective models. Another observation can be clearly seen by
comparing the temperature field in Figure 5,Figure 6, and Figure 7. In the case of airflow with 90o
fin orientation, the temperature values are almost uniform along every cross section, whereas for 0o,
and to some degree at 45o, there is a special temperature gradient at both horizontal and vertical
axes. These two observations provided by the μ-CT scan model can be very useful for designers of
heat sinks, heat exchangers, and other applications that require the use of a heat transfer cooling
system. Two major design parameters could be looked at for example, the efficiency or
effectiveness of the fin, and the thermal resistance. The effectiveness of a fin in a heat sink could be
defined as [12]:
Effectiveness  RC

T

b

 T fin 

Tb  Tamb 

(1)

where Rc is the heat sink capacity, Tb is the base temperature, Tfin is the fin temperature at the top,
and Tamb is the ambient temperature. The thermal resistance is defined as [13]:

Rth 

Tb  Tamb 
Q

(2)

where Q is the total dissipated power. As can be seen from Eq. (1) and (2), the temperature data
is important in calculating such parameters. The advantage of having a detailed model is the ability
to utilize the temperature field data available to optimize the size and shape of the fin to minimize
the thermal resistance and increase the efficiency. The analysis provided here does not require the
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computatioon of the heat transferr coefficiennt h as in prrevious studies [4]. Thhe airflow streamliness
provides innsight on the
t disturbaance of thee airflow beecause of th
he metal fo
foam naturee. From thee
analysis, itt can be seenn that fin orrientation off 45o is worrst when it comes
c
to thee disturbancce, whereass
the 90o givves the leastt drop in thee airflow vellocity.

(a) Airrflow velociity of 1 m/s

(b) Airrflow velociity of 5 m/s

(c) Airfflow velocitty of 10 m/ss
Figure 5 Teemperature distributionn and airflow streamlin
nes for 90o O
Orientation..
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(a) Airrflow velociity of 1 m/s

(b) Airrflow velociity of 5 m/s

(c) Airfflow velocitty of 10 m/ss
Figure 6 Teemperature distributionn and airflow streamlin
nes for 45o O rientation..
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(a) Airrflow velociity of 1 m/s

(b) Airrflow velociity of 5 m/s

(c) Airfflow velocitty of 10 m/ss
Figure 7 Temperaturee distributioon and airflo
ow streamlin
nes for 0o O rientation.
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5. Results and Discu
ussion
5.1. Temperature Vaariation
The metal foam fin inn a heat sink
k applicatioon is suppossed to dissip
pate heat viaa convection. First, wee
f
fin ass a function
n of airflow
w
look into tthe maximuum temperaature variatiion within the metal foam
velocity. F
Figure 8 shoows the tem
mperature vvariation fo
or all three orientationns as a funcction of thee
airflow vellocity. All fin
f orientations seems tto have the same trend
d with the aiirflow veloccity when itt
comes to tthe maximuum temperaature differeence. At a certain velocity, the ttemperaturee differencee
becomes constant andd does not in
ncrease witth increasing
g airflow veelocity. Moore importan
ntly, from a
design poinnt view, thee point at which
w
this occcurs appeaars to be thee same for aall the casess regardlesss
of the fin oorientation.
Figure 9 shows thee maximum
m temperaturre variation
n as a functiion of the ffin orientatiion. Similarr
to Figure 88, the fin orientation does
d
not havve much efffect on thee temperaturre drop for 0o and 45o
orientationns, whereas the 90o haas a signifiicant impacct, especiallly for low airflow velocities. Att
higher airfflow velocities, 5 an
nd 10 m/s, the fin orrientation has
h no effe
fect on the maximum
m
temperaturre drop wiithin the metal
m
foam fin. It is important to note thhat these results
r
andd
observationns are not too be taken as
a absolute rules, as th
hey only com
mpare the m
maximum variation butt
not the disstribution. For
F examplee, cases witth 0o orienttation have temperaturre variation along bothh
the horizonntal and verrtical axes as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8 Metal fooam fin max
ximum tem
mperature vaariation as a function off airflow velocity.
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Figurre 9 Metal foam
f
fin maaximum tem
mperature vaariation as a function oof fin orientaation.
5.2. Pressu
ure Drop
Another im
mportant factor to inveestigate in tthermal app
plications using
u
metal foams is th
he pressuree
drop. Usuaally, due too the rando
om nature oof the foam
m pores, a significant pressure drrop occurs..
Dependingg on the natture of the application,
a
, this drop might
m
be accceptable too a certain degree.
d
Thee
airflow preessure can be
b calculated
d as:
1
P  v2
(3))
2
where ρ is the dennsity and v is the airfloow velocity
y. Figure 10
0 and Figure
re 11 show the airflow
w
pressure drrop per unitt length as a function oof the airflo
ow velocity
y and fin oriientation, reespectively..
For very loow velocitiees, the presssure drop iss insignificaant as the metal
m
foam fi
fin is close to
t behavingg
in its naturral convectiion state. Th
hat being saaid, there iss some effecct of the finn orientation
n as seen inn
Figure 10. It is importtant to note that even tthough a fin
n orientation
n of 0o appeears to havee the lowestt
mediate vellocities, its orientationn allows forr more totall
pressure drrop per uniit length forr low-interm
pressure drrop, as its tootal length is
i larger thaan the otherss are.
The behhavior changges as the airflow
a
veloocity increasses, as the 0o and 450 bbecomes clo
oser and 90o
becomes thhe base wiith the leastt pressure ddrop per un
nit length. The only ssignificant decrease
d
inn
pressure drrop for highh velocitiess occurs at 90o orientaation. In this case, the velocity is consideredd
high enouggh to overcoome the disturbance off the foam geometry
g
an
nd minimizee the pressu
ure drop perr
unit lengthh. The 45o orientation
o
has
h the maxximum presssure drop peer unit lengt
gth in all thee cases. Thee
reason behhind this is that
t
parts of the stream
mlines of the air disturb
bed by the ffoam geom
metry gets inn
the way off the remainning stream
mlines that hhas not been
n in contactt with foam
m yet. In thee case of 0o
o
and 90 orrientations, any disturb
bed streamliines are refflected to th
he sides of tthe foam. Therefore,
T
a
designer w
would not onnly look into
o the effect of airflow velocity on the pressurre drop per unit length,,
but also to the effect of
o the fin orientation.
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F
Figure
10 Pressure
P
droop as a functtion of airflo
ow velocityy.

F
Figure
11 Prressure dropp as a functiion of the fin
n orientatioon.
6. Conclu
usions
This study provided a complete μ-CT
μ
scan bbased metho
odology to assess
a
the bbehavior of metal foam
m
fins that coould be usedd in thermal and electroonic packag
ging applicaations usingg CFD. The model wass
previously presented [4, 10] to assess
a
the tthermos-meechanical beehavior of m
metal foam
m heat sinkss
using therm
mal analysiss. The model was exteended in this study for a CFD anal
alysis to investigate thee
special tem
mperature vaariation and
d the pressurre drop.
A combbination of three
t
airflow
w velocitiess and three metal foam
m fin orienta
tations (with
h respect too
the airflow
w) were studdies. The effect
e
of finn orientation
n on the ho
orizontal annd vertical temperature
t
e
distributionn was preseented. In add
dition, the eeffect on preessure drop was quanti fied per uniit length forr
the same cases. Havinng a fin orientation of 0 o (parallel to
t the airflow) causes thhe temperatture field too
vary not oonly on the vertical ax
xis, but alsoo for the ho
orizontal ax
xis. This haas a great impact as itt
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means that efficiency of the metal foam fin is not the same for the whole fin. This could lead to
more optimized designs of the fin cross section that would give the fin a uniform efficiency.
The analysis also showed that, depending on the size of the metal foam fin, the effect of the fin
orientation on the temperature variation within the fin becomes negligible at high velocities.
Actually, this appears to happen at a fixed velocity value for all cases.
The pressure drop was calculated per unit length and analyzed as a function of the airflow
velocity and fin orientation. It is of high importance to not only look at the pressure drop values, but
to examine the fin orientation associated with it. For example, a fin orientation of 0o appears to have
the least pressure drop per unit length for low to intermediate velocities. That being said, the 0o
orientation is the case where the airflow has to pass through more metal foam as compared with 45o
and 90om therefore making it the worst case for total pressure drop.
The methodology provided in this study extends on previous work presented in the literature that
utilized μ-CT scan to develop a realistic metal foam model. The model presented in this work is of
relatively large size and has 2.5x the minimum length required to capture the real behavior.
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